At Zenith for the Accomplished, we design and
manage insurance products aimed specifically at
affluent individuals and non-corporate business
of all sizes.

PERSONAL LINES
PRODUCT OFFERING
These comprehensive tailor made short
term insurance products are designed
specifically for the accomplished individual.

Zenith Wealth
This product is aimed at the affluent and benefits include
a valuation and inventory on the contents of the primary
dwelling and Zenith lifestyle membership for roadside and
emergency assistance. This product offers all risks cover
for contents and lifestyle based classes of use for vehicles
(private and business use; weekender use; infrequent use)
and swallow cover for policy holders living both in South
Africa and abroad.

Indigo
This product accommodates carefully selected middle
market individuals. Requirements include a loss ratio of
less than 40% over the preceding 36 months, a minimum
contents sum insured of R 450 000 or a building sum
insured in excess of R 2 000 000. This product offers the
same benefits as the Zenith Wealth, but with lower cover
limits.

COMMERCIAL LINES
PRODUCT OFFERING
We offer specialist Commercial Lines
products including an Agri option, which
are specifically designed for small to large
businesses - excluding corporate business.

The Business Policy
This product is aimed at small to large businesses – excluding
corporate business. It offers a selection of risk based
covers from which business clients can select to insure
commercial risk. Many extra benefits and extensions are
automatically included to make this policy even more
attractive.

Agri
This product is aimed at the farming sector and the unique
risks related to farming. It offers a selection of risk based
covers from which farmers can select to insure agricultural
and business related risk. It includes specific covers such
as cover for livestock and irrigation systems. It also offers
sections to cover house contents and residential buildings, personal all risks items, personal legal liability and
water- craft under the same policy.

E-MAIL ADDRESS
info@zenithinsure.co.za
TELEPHONE NUMBER
+27 (0)21 872 7065
WEBSITE ADDRESS
www.zenithinsure.co.za
ADDRESS
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P.O. Box 3505 | Paarl | 7620
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